Mitochondrial alternative oxidase (AOX) in plants is a non-proton-motive ubiquinol oxidase that is activated by redox mechanisms and 2-oxo acids. A comparative analysis of the AOX isoforms AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) revealed that cysteine residues, CysI and CysII, are both involved in 2-oxo acid activation, with AOX1A activity being more increased by 2-oxo acids than that of AOX1C and AOX1D. Substitution of cysteine in AOX1B by glutamate mimicked its activation by pyruvate or glyoxylate, but not in AOX1C and AOX1D. CysIII, only present in AOX1A, is not involved in activation by reduction or metabolites, but substitutions at this position affected activity. AOX1A carrying a serine residue at position CysI was activated by succinate, while correspondingly substituted variants of AOX1C and AOX1D were insensitive. Activation by glutamate at CysI and CysII is consistent with the formation of the thiohemiacetal, while succinate activation after changing CysI to serine suggests hemiacetal formation. Surprisingly, in AOX1A, replacement of CysI by alanine, which cannot form a (thio)hemiacetal, led to even higher activities, pointing to an alternative mechanism of activation. Taken together, our results demonstrate that AOX isoforms are differentially activated and that activation at CysI and CysII is additive.

As a consequence of their sessile nature, plants are exposed to changing environmental conditions on a daily and a seasonal basis, requiring adjustments of cellular metabolism to maintain the balance between energy generation and consumption. Various abiotic and biotic stress conditions, such as high light, drought, salinity, chilling, and pathogen attack, lead to the enhanced production and accumulation of reactive oxygen species, due to metabolic imbalances in plant cells (Suzuki et al., 2012). The avoidance of oxidative stress is achieved by several mechanisms (Aro et al., 1993; Shikanai, 2007; Hanke and Hase, 2008). Here, we will focus on nonplastic mechanisms to balance the ATP/NAD(P)H ratio and to maintain redox homeostasis, with the alternative respiratory pathway in plant mitochondria playing an important role. This non-energy-conserving pathway of electron transfer consists of five enzymes: four NAD(P)H dehydrogenases for the oxidation of excess NAD(P)H and the alternative oxidase (AOX; Møller and Rasmusson, 1998; Møller, 2001; Nordlund, 2003; McDonald and Vanlerberghe, 2006; Rasmusson et al., 2004). AOX represents an alternative terminal oxidase found in all plants, many fungi, some protists, mollusks, nematodes, and chordates (Stenmark and Nordlund, 2003; McDonald and Vanlerberghe, 2006; Moore and Albury, 2008) and reduces oxygen to water without concomitant proton translocation by bypassing complex III, cytochrome c,
and complex IV of the cytochrome c respiratory pathway (Finnegan et al., 2004). As a consequence, electron flow to AOX significantly reduces ATP generation via respiration, dissipating most energy as heat (Sluse and Jarmuszkiewicz, 1998; Affourtit et al., 2002). Homodimeric AOX is localized at the inner mitochondrial membrane with its catalytic centers oriented toward the matrix (Juszczuk and Rychter, 2003).

Genomes of many higher plants encode several AOX isoforms. The gene expression of these isoforms is tissue specific, depends on the developmental stage of the plant, changes in cellular metabolism as well as various abiotic and biotic stress conditions, and is highly responsive to dysfunctions in the mitochondrial respiratory metabolism (Juszczuk and Rychter, 2003; Millenaar and Lambers, 2003; Zarkovic et al., 2005; Clifton et al., 2006; Van Aken et al., 2009; Feng et al., 2013; Vanlerberghe, 2013). Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) possesses five genes encoding AOX proteins that can be divided into two subfamilies: AOX1A to AOX1D and AOX2 (Polidoros et al., 2009; Pu et al., 2015). Transcripts of the main isofrom AOX1A are abundant throughout all tissues and developmental stages of the plant. In parallel to AOX1A, AOX1C also is expressed ubiquitously in all developmental stages throughout plant development, albeit at a very low level. While AOX1B transcripts are abundant mainly in inflorescences, AOX1D transcripts are found predominantly during the early vegetative stage, flowering, and in senescent leaves. In contrast, AOX2 expression seems to be limited to developmental stages associated with the presence of seeds: for instance, in late stages of silique maturation and early stages of seed germination (Guo et al., 2004; Clifton et al., 2006). AOX2 from Arabidopsis also can be targeted to chloroplasts by its native targeting signal and can functionally substitute for the plastid terminal oxidase in a suppression screen (Fu et al., 2012).

Studies in Arabidopsis and tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) clearly revealed a role for AOX in the dissipation of excessive reducing power while maintaining photosynthesis under high-light stress (Florez-Sarasa et al., 2011, 2016; Dahal et al., 2014, 2015; Vanlerberghe et al., 2016). In Arabidopsis, aox1a knockout plants cannot be complemented by the expression of other isogenes (Strodtkötter et al., 2009; Kühn et al., 2015). For instance, although the expression of AOX1D is induced, it cannot functionally replace the missing AOX1A. In contrast to the wild type, Arabidopsis aox1a knockout plants do not survive treatment by antimycin A, an inhibitor of electron transport at the site of cytochrome bc1 in complex III (Alexandre and Lehninger, 1984; Campo et al., 1992; Maguire et al., 1992; Xia et al., 1997; Pham et al., 2000; Strodtkötter et al., 2009; Kühn et al., 2015). Moreover, when electron transport through the cytochrome c respiratory chain is limited using a surrogate mutant approach, an additional inactivation of aox1a leads to a more severe growth phenotype, even though AOX1D is highly expressed at the transcript and protein levels (Kühn et al., 2015).

Besides transcriptional regulation, AOX activity has been shown to be posttranslationally regulated (Millar et al., 1993, 1996; Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 1996; Day and Wiskich, 1995; Day et al., 1995; Rhoads et al., 1998; Siedow and Umbach, 2000; Umbach et al., 2006; Selinski et al., 2016). Most AOX isoforms possess two highly conserved Cys residues (CysI and CysII) in the N-terminal domain of the protein. While AOX1A and AOX1B from Arabidopsis and AOX isoforms from some other plant species, like tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and lotus (Nelumbo nucifera), possess a third Cys residue (CysIII) near the catalytic di-iron center, most AOX isoforms contain a Leu residue at this position, except AOX1C from Arabidopsis, in which a Phe residue is present (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1). While the formation of an intermolecular disulfide bond between CysI of each monomer causes the inactivation of AOX1A under oxidizing conditions, reducing conditions lead to a noncovalently linked dimer that is the active AOX1A form. The reduced and active forms of AOX1A can be further activated by 2-oxo acids, most notably pyruvate, through the formation of a thiohemiacetal with Cys (Millar et al., 1993; Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 1996; Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 2006; Selinski et al., 2016). The balance between oxidized and reduced AOX1A protein depends on the redox state of the NAD(P)H pool, which itself is linked to mitochondrial metabolism (Vanlerberghe et al., 1995; Juszczuk and Rychter, 2003).

However, not all plant AOX isoforms contain a Cys residue at position I, like, for instance, AOX1B from tomato, AOX1A and AOX1B from lotus, AOX1B from rice (Oryza sativa), and AOX3 from maize (Zea mays; Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1). These isoforms possess instead a Ser residue at the position of CysI. In consequence, AOX isoproteins from tomato and lotus were shown to be insensitive to 2-oxo acids but can be stimulated by the dicarboxylic acid succinate (Djajanegara et al., 1999; Ito et al., 1997; Karpova et al., 2002; Holzzapfel et al., 2003; Grant et al., 2009). Comparable to AOX isoforms that naturally possess a Ser residue at CysI, Arabidopsis AOX1A shows activation by succinate and insensitivity toward pyruvate or glyoxylate after substitution of Cys by Ser (Djajanegara et al., 1999).

Studies on the posttranslational activation were only carried out for the main isofrom AOX1A from Arabidopsis (Millar et al., 1993; Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 1996; Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 2006; Selinski et al., 2016). In this work, a detailed comparison of the role of the different Cys residues in posttranslational activation of the three Arabidopsis isoforms AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D was performed using a sensitive experimental setup with prolonged linear time intervals based on Escherichia coli membranes enriched in individual AOX isoforms after heterologous expression (Selinski et al., 2016). Differences in activity of these isoforms and their corresponding mutant derivatives were determined using metabolites present in mitochondria known to stimulate AOX activity.
RESULTS

Substitution of Conserved Cys Residues Affects Basal Activities of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D Strongly

Due to the identical in planta localization of AOX isoforms, it is not possible to measure specific activities of each isoform in isolated plant mitochondria. Therefore, each AOX isoform was recombinantly expressed in E. coli strain BHH8, and membrane vesicles enriched in individual AOX isoenzymes were isolated (Selinski et al., 2016). The E. coli strain used is a cytochrome bo and bd-I oxidase double mutant (lacking two of three endogenous terminal oxidases), which enables isoform-specific oxygen consumption measurements by combining NADH dehydrogenases and the ubiquinol pool of the E. coli respiratory chain with the heterologously expressed AOX isoform, using a Clark-type oxygen electrode. The experimental setup described by Selinski et al. (2016) allows for the determination of constant activity rates with prolonged linear reaction time in BHH8 membrane vesicles enriched in AOX isoproteins. In addition to the basal activities of individual AOX isoforms and their derivatives, activity increases upon the addition of various effectors not affecting the respiration of E. coli itself (Selinski et al., 2016). Specific AOX activities were obtained by relating oxygen consumption to the signal intensities of AOX isoproteins determined by immunoblot analyses, as described in detail by Selinski et al. (2016).

In order to enable a comparative characterization of the posttranslational activation of AOX isoforms from Arabidopsis, various single, double, and triple substitutions of CysI, CysII, and/or CysIII (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) were generated for AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D. To simplify the nomenclature of constructs used in this study, the one-letter code for amino acids was used to describe the composition at sites I, II, and III occurring in native and mutant forms combined with a three-figure letter code, resulting in CCC for AOX1A wild type (WT), CCF for AOX1C-WT, and CCL for AOX1D-WT, respectively (Fig. 1; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). The following substitutions were carried out. (1) CysI, CysII, and/or CysIII (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) were substituted by Ser or Ala, maintaining a comparable size, while no disulfide bridge or thiohemiacetal can be formed. In addition, in the presence of Ala, hydrophilic interactions in close vicinity may be reduced. (2) CysI, CysII, and/or CysIII (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) were substituted by Glu to introduce a negative charge, which potentially mimics a similarly sized thiohemiacetal formed in the presence of pyruvate at the corresponding position. (3) Substitution of Cys residues by the positively charged Lys was used as a control for the oppositely charged Glu. Although CysIII is not present in AOX1C and AOX1D, substitutions at this position were carried out in both isoforms for comparison with the respective substitutions in AOX1A.
Substitution of Single Cys Residues at Various Positions Leads to Increased Basal Activities in AOX1A and AOX1C But Not in AOX1D

To test the influence of substitutions of Cys residues on AOX basal activities (in the absence of effectors) on DTT-reduced AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D, relative activities represented as log₂-fold change values were calculated on the basis of the activity of the corresponding AOX wild-type protein (Fig. 2; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). Substitution of CysI for Ser resulted in no change in the basal activity for AOX1A (i.e. AOX1A-SSC was unaffected), while AOX1C and AOX1D showed increased activities after substitution of CysI by Ser (AOX1C-SCF and AOX1D-SCL; Fig. 2A). In AOX1A-ACC with Ala in place of CysI, the activity was increased significantly, whereas AOX1C-ACF activity remained at the same level as in the AOX1C wild-type protein, and in AOX1D-ACL, it was decreased significantly (100-fold; Fig. 2A). In addition, substitutions of CysI by Glu led to increased basal activities of AOX1A-ECC and AOX1D-ECL, while the activity of AOX1C-EFC remained unchanged (Fig. 2A).

The substitution of CysII with Ser led to increased basal activities of all three AOX isoforms, AOX1A-CSF, AOX1C-CSF, and AOX1D-SCL. Glu at CysII in AOX1A-CEC and AOX1C-CEF resulted in increased basal activities, while in AOX1D-CEL, activity was decreased significantly (200-fold; Fig. 2A).

Substitution at position III of AOX1A and AOX1C by Ser (AOX1A-CCS and AOX1C-CCS) led to activation. In contrast, the basal activity of AOX1D-CCS was again decreased significantly (400-fold) compared with AOX1D-CCL (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, substitution of CysIII by Phe (for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) by Glu did not influence the basal activity of AOX1A, whereas it was increased in AOX1C-CCE compared with AOX1C-WT and was less active in AOX1D-CCE than in AOX1D-WT (Fig. 2A).

In summary, these data indicate that AOX1A and AOX1C and, to a lesser extent, AOX1D can be activated by substitutions mimicking a thiohemiacetal at CysI and CysII. In addition, CysIII in AOX1A, which is not present in AOX1C and AOX1D, represents another site of potential activation. However, the type of amino acids introduced by substitution appears to be important at all three positions.

Double Substitutions of CysI and CysII Have an Additive Effect on Basal Activity Compared with Corresponding Wild-Type Proteins Most Pronounced in AOX1A

Besides the effects of single substitutions on basal activities, we observed high impact of double substitutions of Cys residues in AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D, which were much more pronounced than the single substitutions alone (Fig. 2B; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). In AOX1A, substitutions of CysI and CysII by Ser and/or Glu led to an additive increase in the protein’s basal activity. For instance, the basal activities of AOX1A-SSC, -EEC, -SEC, and -ESC displayed a greater fold increase in activity compared with the single mutants (Fig. 2, A and B; e.g. the activity of AOX1A-SSC was unchanged, while AOX1A-CSC activity was increased 2-fold compared with the wild type but 5-fold in AOX1A-SSC). A similar pattern was seen with AOX1A-EEC compared with AOX1A-ECC or AOX1A-ECF, with AOX1A-EEC exhibiting the highest basal activity of all tested Cys substitutions, with a 24-fold increase in activity compared with the wild type (Fig. 2B). Based on the fact that CysIII is present only in AOX1A, proteins with triple substitutions were analyzed in more detail for this isoform. In comparison with proteins containing two exchanges, the substitution of CysIII in AOX1A did not significantly change the basal activity, except for AOX1A-SSE, which was increased, and AOX1A-SEE, which was decreased 10-fold compared with AOX1A-SEC (Fig. 2, B and C).

In AOX1C, double substitutions of CysI and CysII predominantly led to moderately increased basal activities compared with the single-substituted variants. For instance, AOX1C-SCF and AOX1C-CSF activities were increased 2- and 4-fold, respectively, while AOX1C-SSF exhibited the highest activity, with a 5-fold increase (Fig. 2, A and B; Supplemental Fig. S3). However, AOX1C-SSF was less active compared with the corresponding single-substituted proteins, with a 2-fold decreased activity compared with AOX1C-SF and AOX1C-CEF (Fig. 2, A and B). In comparison with AOX1A, triple substitutions of AOX1C showed increased activities compared with AOX1C-CCF, while substitution of Phe at position III did not significantly change basal activities compared with double-substituted AOX1C (Supplemental Fig. S3). Nevertheless, AOX1C-SSS displayed a 3-fold increase compared with the corresponding double-substituted AOX1C-SSF (Supplemental Fig. S3). In contrast to AOX1A and AOX1C, double substitutions of AOX1D exhibited decreased activities compared with single substitutions (e.g. AOX1D-SSL activity was unchanged compared with AOX1D-SCL but decreased 5-fold compared with AOX1D-CLS; Fig. 2, A and B). Triple substitutions mainly yielded a less active protein compared with single-substituted AOX1D, but there was no difference in activity between double- and triple-substituted AOX1D (Supplemental Fig. S4).

Taken together, substitutions of CysI and CysII have an additive effect on basal activities when compared with the corresponding wild-type proteins. Therefore, as described above for AOX isoforms carrying single substitutions, the double-substituted proteins additionally support the view that CysI and CysII are both involved in the activation of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D. Notably, substitutions of highly conserved CysI and/or CysII did not destabilize AOX1A and AOX1C but yielded increased basal activities.

Activation by 2-Oxo Acids Occurs at CysI and CysII in AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D

In previous studies, AOX1A from Arabidopsis was shown to be activatable by 2-oxo acids, which is
consistent with the formation of a thiohemiacetal with CysI (Umbach and Siedow, 1993, 1996; Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 2006), whereas comparable analyses for other AOX isoforms determining their sensitivity toward pyruvate and glyoxylate are still lacking. Therefore, the influence of 2-oxo acids on the activity of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D was investigated and compared with each other. While the AOX1A-CCC wild-type protein exhibited a 6- to 7-fold increase in activity after treatment with pyruvate or glyoxylate compared with its basal activity (no effector), AOX1C-CCF and AOX1D-CCL wild-type activities were increased...

Figure 2. Effects of amino acid substitutions on AOX activities. AOX isoenzymes with different single (A), double (B), or triple (C) substitutions of CysI, CysII, and/or CysIII (PheIII or LeuIII) were heterologously expressed in E. coli strain BHH8 and analyzed for oxygen consumption in isolated membrane vesicles under reducing conditions. As a basis for specific AOX activity, respiration rates were normalized for each sample using densitometry on immunoblots (Selinski et al., 2016). Graphed values (log2 fold change; mutant/wild type) represent averages from two to five independent protein induction experiments with the appropriate SE. Asterisks indicate that the differences (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; and ***, P < 0.001) between the basal activities of wild-type protein and the activities of substituted AOX derivatives are statistically significant as determined by one-way ANOVA with posthoc Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD) test. Wild types are as follows: AOX1A, CCC; AOX1C, CCF; and AOX1D, CCL. Substitutions are presented in the one-letter code for amino acids in enlarged boldface letters.
only by a factor of 2- to 3-fold (Fig. 3). This indicates that the AOX1A-CCC wild-type protein is more prone to be activated by 2-oxo acids than AOX1C-CCF and AOX1D-CCL wild-type proteins.

Due to the fact that the activity of each AOX isoform can be stimulated by pyruvate and glyoxylate, single Cys substitutions and the influence of 2-oxo acids on their activities were analyzed to enable the identification of the Cys residue(s) involved in the formation of the thiohemiacetal. AOX1A was insensitive to pyruvate and glyoxylate after substitution of CysI by Ser or Glu (AOX1A-SCC or -ECC; Figs. 3 and 4; Supplemental Fig. S2), indicating that the proposed formation of a thiohemiacetal occurs at CysI in AOX1A. However, CysII could be identified as an additional site of 2-oxo acid activation of AOX1A. Although AOX1A-CSC was still activatable by pyruvate or glyoxylate, this variant only exhibited a 2- to 3-fold increase in activity after addition

---

**Figure 3.** Identification of Cys residues involved in 2-oxo acid stimulation of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D isoproteins. Oxygen consumption measurements and calculations of specific respiration rates were performed as described in the legend for Figure 2. Measurements were performed as technical duplicates or triplicates. Asterisks indicate that the differences (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; and ***, P < 0.001) between the basal activity (no effector) and activities in the presence of the effectors pyruvate or glyoxylate are statistically significant as determined by two-way ANOVA with posthoc Tukey’s HSD test. Wild types are as follows: AOX1A, CCC; AOX1C, CCF; and AOX1D, CCL. Substitutions are presented in the one-letter code for amino acids in enlarged boldface letters. DU, Density units.

---
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of the effectors, while the activity of the wild-type protein was increased 6- to 7-fold (Fig. 3). This suggests that AOX1A is less sensitive toward 2-oxo acid activation when CysII is lacking and, therefore, supports the notion that pyruvate and glyoxylate can bind to both CysI and CysII, with CysI being the primary site of metabolite activation. CysIII is unlikely to be an additional activation site for pyruvate or glyoxylate, because an AOX1A mutant protein containing an Ala or Ser residue at this position (AOX1A-CCS or AOX1A-CCA) exhibited a 6- to 7-fold increase in activity.

**Figure 4.** Simulation of the thiohemiacetal in AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D. The influence of amino acid substitutions by Glu on AOX activity and its sensitivity to 2-oxo acids was analyzed as described in the legend for Figure 2. Measurements were performed as technical duplicates or triplicates. Asterisks indicate that the differences (*, *P* < 0.05; **, *P* < 0.01; and ***, *P* < 0.001) between the basal activity (no effector) and activities in the presence of effectors are statistically significant as determined by two-way ANOVA with posthoc Tukey’s HSD test. Wild types are as follows: AOX1A, CCC; AOX1C, CCF; and AOX1D, CCL. Substitutions are presented in the one-letter code for amino acids in enlarged boldface letters. DU, Density units.
7-fold increase in activity after treatment with these effectors, as is the case for the AOX1A wild-type protein (AOX1A-CCC; Fig. 3). In contrast, AOX1A-CCE and -CCK were insensitive to pyruvate and glyoxylate (Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S2). However, this is possibly due to the larger size as well as the charge of these amino acid residues, which seem to negatively affect the accessibility of CysI and/or CysII of AOX1A, since a Ser or Ala residue at this position does not influence AOX1A activation by pyruvate or glyoxylate.

Activation of AOX1C by 2-oxo acids, especially by pyruvate, was less pronounced after substitution of CysI by Ser (AOX1C-SCF) or Ala (AOX1C-ACF), indicating that CysI is involved in activation by pyruvate and glyoxylate. However, these mutant proteins could still be activated significantly by glyoxylate, but to a lesser extent (20%−50% increase of basal activity) compared with AOX1C wild-type protein (Fig. 3). The same activation pattern emerged for AOX1C-CSF. After substitution of CysI by Ser, the activation of AOX1C-CSF by pyruvate or glyoxylate was less pronounced than in the wild-type protein, but it was still present (20% increase of basal activity). In this context, it is important to mention that both proteins already showed increased basal activities compared with the wild-type protein (2-fold increase for AOX1C-SCF and 4-fold increase for AOX1C-CSF), which could be explained by the loss of redox regulatory Cys residues (CysI or CysII), yielding enzymes that are not inactivated by oxidation any longer (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the AOX1C-CCS protein exhibited a 2- to 3-fold increase in activity after treatment with 2-oxo acids, as is the case for wild-type AOX1C-CCF. Therefore, it can be concluded that, comparable to AOX1A, the proposed formation of a thiohemiacetal at CysI and CysII in AOX1C leads to an activation of the catalytic activity.

AOX1D was less sensitive to pyruvate or glyoxylate after substitution of CysI by Ser (AOX1D-SCS; 50%−60% increase of basal activity; Fig. 3), whereas AOX1D-ACL and -ECC showed the same activation pattern as the wild-type protein AOX1D-CCL, although both exhibited a 100-fold lower basal activity (Fig. 3; Supplemental Fig. S4). This result is consistent with the formation of a thiohemiacetal at CysI of AOX1D. However, AOX1D-CSL also showed a reduced activation by 2-oxo acids (60% increase) compared with the AOX1D-CCL wild-type protein (Fig. 3), leading to the conclusion that, also in the case of AOX1D, both Cys residues, CysI and CysII, are involved in the proposed formation of a thiohemiacetal. The activation pattern of AOX1D-CCS and -CCE is consistent with this hypothesis. Both mutant proteins are activated by pyruvate or glyoxylate to the same extent as the wild-type protein (2- to 3-fold increase), although the basal activity of AOX1D-CCS is much lower than that of wild-type AOX1D-CCL (Figs. 3 and 4; Supplemental Fig. S4). Taken together, these results demonstrate that both CysI and CysII contribute to the activation of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D by pyruvate and glyoxylate, with CysI appearing to be strongly involved in metabolite activation while CysII represents a secondary, less effective activation site. Furthermore, AOX1D-ACL, -CCS, and -CEL can be activated in the same manner by pyruvate or glyoxylate as the wild-type protein, despite its drastically decreased basal activities. This indicates that the active site in the catalytic di-iron center as well as the two Cys residues, CysI and CysII, function as distinct units that are influenced individually.

The Substitution of CysI or CysII by Glu Mimics the Formation of the Thiohemiacetal in AOX1A But Only Partially in AOX1C and AOX1D

A thiohemiacetal and a Glu residue are similar: both are negatively charged and of nearly the same size, especially when the formation of a thiohemiacetal occurs between pyruvate and a Cys residue. Various AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D derivatives containing a Glu residue at the position of CysI, CysII, or CysIII (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) were generated (Fig. 4; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). These AOX variants were used to mimic the presence of a thiohemiacetal within the protein, which is expected to result in constitutively active AOX proteins and would further support the presence of a thiohemiacetal at CysI and CysII in AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D.

After substitution of CysI by Glu (AOX1A-ECC), AOX1A is not further stimulated by pyruvate and glyoxylate but exhibited a 2- to 3-fold increase in basal activity compared with the corresponding wild-type protein AOX1A-CCC (Figs. 2 and 4). However, the substitution of CysI by Glu only partially mimics the formation of a thiohemiacetal in AOX1A, resulting in a 2- to 3-fold increase in activity, while the activity of AOX1A-CCC wild-type protein was increased 6- to 7-fold by these 2-oxo acids (Fig. 4). By comparison, substitution of CysII by Glu in AOX1A (AOX1A-CEC) enabled a 4-fold increase in basal activity, which could be further activated by pyruvate or glyoxylate, leading to activities comparable to those of the wild-type protein activated with 2-oxo acids (Figs. 2 and 4). In this case, the effectors may bind to CysII, leading to further activation of AOX1A-CEC. All data demonstrate that AOX1A is activated by 2-oxo acids at CysI and CysII, as proposed above after analyzing single substitutions, in which Cys residues have been exchanged with Ser (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the double-substituted AOX1A (AOX1A-ECC) possessing a Glu residue at both positions, CysI and CysII, showed a drastically increased basal activity compared with the AOX1A wild-type protein (20- to 25-fold increase) as well as the corresponding single-substituted mutant proteins (5- to 10-fold increase; Supplemental Fig. S2), again supporting the view that AOX1A is activated at both CysI and CysII.

Comparable to AOX1A-ECC, AOX1D-ECL could not be further stimulated by pyruvate and glyoxylate. Its activity was increased 2- to 3-fold compared with AOX1D-CCL (Figs. 2 and 4). This increase in basal activity after substitution of CysI by Glu was similar to the
Effect of pyruvate and glyoxylate on the activity of the AOX1D wild-type protein (Fig. 4). In contrast, AOX1D-CEL and AOX1D-CCE were less active than the wild-type protein (200- and 2-fold decreased basal activity, respectively), but the activation by pyruvate or glyoxylate of both mutant proteins remained similar to the activation pattern of AOX1D-CC (Fig. 4). Although it appears that the substitution of CysI by Glu can mimic the formation of the thiohemiacetal in AOX1D, this does not seem to be the case for CysII. Nonetheless, substituting Ser for CysII in AOX1D suggests that both Cys residues are sensitive to activation with pyruvate and glyoxylate (Fig. 3). In this context, it is important to mention that substitution of CysII by Ser or Glu (AOX1D-CSL or -CEL) has a major impact on the basal activity (Ser activating by a factor of 5 and Glu reducing by a factor of 200), suggesting that a substitution of CysII changes the conformation of the catalytic di-iron center, while the influence of CysI on the catalytic center and, therefore, the activation of the catalytic activity by 2-oxo acids remains unchanged.

In contrast to AOX1A and AOX1D, the substitution of CysI by Glu in AOX1C cannot mimic the presence of the thiohemiacetal. The basal activity of AOX1C-ECF remained at the same level as the wild-type protein. In addition, AOX1C-ECF could not be activated by pyruvate and glyoxylate (Figs. 2 and 4), whereas AOX1C-CEF and -CCE variants showed a similar increase in activity to the wild-type protein after the addition of 2-oxo acids (Fig. 4). However, the basal activity of both mutant proteins was increased by a factor of 2 after substitution of CysII or PheIII by Glu (Figs. 2 and 4), which suggests that Glu can possibly mimic the formation of a thiohemiacetal at the position of CysI or Phe in AOX1C. However, since AOX1C and AOX1D wild-type proteins possess Phe and Leu, respectively, at position III (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1), the formation of a thiohemiacetal at this position is not possible in the wild-type proteins. AOX1A, But Not AOX1C and AOX1D, Is Specifically Activated by Succinate after Substitution of CysI by Ser

Djajangara et al. (1999) and Umbach et al. (2002) showed that the dicarboxylic acid succinate activates AOX1A from Arabidopsis after substitution of CysI by Ser or Ala, while the wild-type protein is insensitive to succinate. Other plant species, such as tomato, lotus, rice, and maize, naturally possess AOX isoforms containing a Ser residue at the position of Cys from Arabidopsis (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1). These AOX isoforms were shown to be insensitive to 2-oxo acids but stimulated by succinate (Ito et al., 1997; Karpova et al., 2002; Holtzapffel et al., 2003; Grant et al., 2009). Consequently, various single-, double-, and triple-substituted derivatives of AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D were systematically analyzed for their sensitivity toward succinate (Fig. 5).

Various single-, double-, or triple-substituted AOX1A proteins possessing a Ser residue at the position of Cys (AOX1A-SCC, -SSC, -SSS, -SSA, and -SSK) were activated by succinate, while these mutant proteins could not be stimulated by 2-oxo acids (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. S2). In contrast, the AOX1A-CCC wild-type protein as well as AOX1A-CSC and -CCS derivatives were insensitive to succinate but activated by pyruvate or glyoxylate (Figs. 3 and 5). In addition, the presence of a Glu residue at position II and/or position III prevented succinate activation (Supplemental Fig. S2), probably due to repulsion by the additional negative charges generated by the presence of a Glu residue and the simultaneous addition of the dicarboxylic acid succinate. Although the activity of AOX1A-SSC, -SSC, -SSS, -SSA, and -SSK was increased significantly by succinate (2-fold), it has to be mentioned that the activity of these substituted proteins was not as sensitive toward succinate as the AOX1A wild-type protein (CCC) to 2-oxo acids (6- to 7-fold increase in activity; compare Figs. 2 and 5). However, the AOX1A-ACC protein was also activatable by succinate (Supplemental Fig. S2), whereas some AOX1A mutants (AOX1A-SCS, -SEE, and -SEC) remained insensitive to succinate even though a Ser residue was present at position I (Supplemental Fig. S2). Succinate activation, therefore, seems to be dependent on the protein structure and/or the amino acid environment in close proximity to CysI. Nevertheless, these results again strongly support the view that CysI is the primary site of metabolite activation.

In contrast to AOX1A, the isoforms AOX1C and AOX1D were insensitive to succinate after substitution of CysI and/or CysII (AOX1C-SCF, -CSF, and -SSF and AOX1D-SCL, -CSL, and -SSL; Fig. 5; Supplemental Figs. S3 and S4) as well as after substitution of the amino acid at position III (CCS and -SSS) by Ser (Fig. 5). These data demonstrate that the amino acid environment and/or the protein structure in close vicinity to CysI differs between AOX isoforms, thus enabling the specific activation of AOX1A-SSC, -SSS, -SSA, -SSK, and -ACC by succinate, while AOX1C and AOX1D as well as the correspondingly substituted derivatives are insensitive to this effector.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The posttranslational regulation of AOX was first reported in 1993 (Millar et al., 1993; Umbach and Siedow, 1993), and specific studies on AOX1A from Arabidopsis showed that this enzyme is posttranslationally activated by a disulfide/thiol switch and by the addition of 2-oxo acids such as the metabolic intermediate pyruvate and glyoxylate. It was postulated that this activation occurs via the formation of a thiohemiacetal between CysI and 2-oxo acids. Although this activation occurs via the formation of a thiohemiacetal between CysI and 2-oxo acids, it has to be mentioned that the activity of these substituted proteins was not as sensitive toward succinate as the AOX1A wild-type protein (CCC) to 2-oxo acids (6- to 7-fold increase in activity; compare Figs. 2 and 5). However, the AOX1A-ACC protein was also activatable by succinate (Supplemental Fig. S2), whereas some AOX1A mutants (AOX1A-SSS, -SEE, and -SEC) remained insensitive to succinate even though a Ser residue was present at position I (Supplemental Fig. S2). Succinate activation, therefore, seems to be dependent on the protein structure and/or the amino acid environment in close proximity to CysI. Nevertheless, these results again strongly support the view that CysI is the primary site of metabolite activation.

In contrast to AOX1A, the isoforms AOX1C and AOX1D were insensitive to succinate after substitution of CysI and/or CysII (AOX1C-SCF, -CSF, and -SSF and AOX1D-SCL, -CSL, and -SSL; Fig. 5; Supplemental Figs. S3 and S4) as well as after substitution of the amino acid at position III (CCS and -SSS) by Ser (Fig. 5). These data demonstrate that the amino acid environment and/or the protein structure in close vicinity to CysI differs between AOX isoforms, thus enabling the specific activation of AOX1A-SSC, -SSS, -SSA, -SSK, and -ACC by succinate, while AOX1C and AOX1D as well as the correspondingly substituted derivatives are insensitive to this effector.
only partially compensates for the lack of AOX1A (Clifton et al., 2006; Strödtkötter et al., 2009; Kühn et al., 2015). This suggests that differences in posttranslational activation of AOX isoforms are more likely to occur than differences in transcriptional regulation. Therefore, we focused on the analysis of AOX1A regulation.
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as well as the activation of AOX1C and AOX1D and their corresponding Cys substitution derivatives with the aim to define the activation mechanisms of the different AOX isoforms.

AOX activity depends on the mitochondrial redox state (Vanlerberge et al., 1995), which determines the level of reduced and active AOX protein. The activity of reduced AOX, in turn, depends on carbon metabolism and the concomitant level of AOX effectors such as pyruvate and glyoxylate (Millar et al., 1993, 1996; Umbach and Siew, 1993, 1996; Day and Wiskich, 1995; Day et al., 1995; Rhoads et al., 1998; Siedow and Umbach, 2000; Umbach et al., 2006; Selinski et al., 2016). In vivo, the activity of AOX does not seem to be related directly to protein abundance. The basal activity of AOX1A and AOX1C wild-type proteins seems to be kept inherently low, because various substitutions lead to significant increases in basal activities (Fig. 2). This indicates that substitutions in AOX1A and AOX1C do not disturb the stability of the enzyme per se. In contrast, the same substitutions lead to a decrease in the basal activity of AOX1D (Fig. 2), possibly due to a poor accessibility of the substrate to the catalytic center produced by conformational changes or due to an instability in conformation (at least in close proximity to the catalytic di-iron center). Although AOX1D activity is decreased significantly in most cases after introducing substitutions at the positions of CysI, CysII, and/or LeuIII, these altered proteins still can be stimulated by pyruvate and glyoxylate, indicating that these substituted derivatives are functional, albeit at a much lower level (Supplemental Fig. S4). Compared with the cytochrome c-mediated respiratory pathway, electron flow through AOX reduces ATP generation via respiration dissipating most energy as heat (Sluse and Jarmuszkiewicz, 1998; Affourtit et al., 2002). Therefore, it is important to ensure that electron flow through this wasteful energy pathway is optimized under normal growth conditions, while its activity can be fine-tuned by redox mechanisms as well as metabolites, depending on the environmental requirements (Rasmusson et al., 2009).

Substitution of CysI and/or CysII by Ser or Ala affects not only the organic acid activation of AOX but also the redox-dependent inactivation of AOX (Djajanegara et al., 1999), because the formation of an intermolecular disulfide bond between CysI of each monomer can no longer take place. In addition, the exchange of CysI and/or CysII leads to a more active protein with altered basal activity in AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D (Figs. 2 and 3). In contrast to AOX1C-SCF and AOX1D-SCL, the substitution of CysI by Ser does not significantly influence the basal activity of AOX1A-SCC, although AOX1A was shown to be activated at CysI (Millar et al., 1993; Umbach and Siew, 1993, 1996; Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 2006; Selinski et al., 2016). This observation may lead to the assumption that an ester bond is formed between Ser at position I and succinate. However, we assume that this mechanism does not occur, because the AOX1A-ACC derivative also is sensitive to succinate (Supplemental Fig. S2), although Ala does not provide a functional group that is needed for the formation of a hemiacetal. Therefore, the detailed mechanism of succinate activation remains elusive. However, due to the fact that various AOX1C and AOX1D mutants remain insensitive to succinate after the substitution of CysI by Ser or Ala, we postulate that the amino acid environment around CysI, which differs between AOX isoforms, determines the mode of activation by various effectors. This was also suggested by Holtzappfel et al. (2003), who pointed out that the hydroxyl group of the Ser residue is not sufficiently reactive to form a strong bond with the succinate molecule. Therefore, to stabilize its interaction with the enzyme, other amino acids in close vicinity must play a role. These other residues also may be important in relation to interactions with other organic acids. It should be noted that both groups, Holtzappfel et al. (2003) and Grant et al. (2009), have shown that the activating effect of succinate on oxygen consumption is not due to succinate serving as an electron donor for the electron transport chain via complex II, because AOX activation by succinate occurs even in the presence of malonate, an inhibitor of succinate dehydrogenase.

Umbach et al. (2002, 2006) first reported that AOX1A is activatable by 2-oxo acids at CysI and CysII. However, CysI appeared to be the primary site of activation. Our results confirm this. AOX1A and AOX1C, carrying double and triple substitutions at the positions of the conserved Cys residues, exhibit the highest basal activities of all corresponding Cys variants tested (Fig. 2; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4), whereas that is not the case for AOX1D derivatives. For instance, AOX1A-EEC is the most active derivative compared with wild-type, single-, and triple-substituted proteins of AOX1A. This suggests that the introduced negative charges (in this case Glu) present at both positions, CysI and CysII, can mimic the formation of a thiohemiacetal with pyruvate and/or glyoxylate, leading to a more active protein. Furthermore, it could be expected that both effectors bind simultaneously to both CysI and CysII, a mechanism that enables a further increase of AOX1A activity. When both effectors were added sequentially (either pyruvate followed by glyoxylate or vice versa) to the AOX1A wild-type protein (AOX1A-CCC), AOX1A-SCC, or AOX1A-ACC, the activity was maintained at the same level as after the addition of pyruvate or glyoxylate alone (data not shown). This was also the case for AOX1C-CCF, -SCF, and -ACF as well as for AOX1D-CCL, -SCL, and -ACL (data not shown). An additive effect of the two effectors on AOX activity could not be detected. Apparently, both activation sites for pyruvate and glyoxylate, at CysI and CysII, respectively, were already occupied by the initially added effector. Only in the case of differential affinities of CysI and CysII for pyruvate or glyoxylate could an additive effect of both effectors be expected. Umbach et al. (2006) hypothesized that glyoxylate interacts with both CysI and CysII, while pyruvate activation is limited to
in AOX1A. However, we could not observe those differences in pyruvate or glyoxylate activation for AOX1A, AOX1C, and AOX1D (Fig. 3; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4).

The different substitutions suggest differences in the structure between AOX isoforms. In AOX1A, CysI is known to be involved in inactivation of the enzyme complex under oxidizing conditions by the formation of a disulfide-linked homodimer (Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 2002, 2006). It is likely that the N-terminal region plays an important role in the mode of activation by various effectors, leading to differential fine-regulation by metabolites, as shown for AOX1A–SCC compared with AOX1C–SCF and AOX1D–SCL (Fig. 5). Furthermore, CysI seems to be the primary site of metabolite activation in all three AOX isoforms, because pyruvate and glyoxylate activation is largely reduced after its substitution, while CysII substitutions have a smaller influence on the activity by these effectors (Fig. 3; Supplemental Figs. S2–S4). CysII seems to form the center of a second independent region of activation, which plays a subordinate role in 2-oxo acid activation compared with CysI. This conclusion is supported by the results obtained with the various AOX derivatives (Figs. 2–4) and by other studies of constitutively active AOX1A proteins highlighting these regions (Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 1998, 2002, 2006). AOX1A–ECC and –CEC mutants possess increased basal activities, indicating that a negative charge (in this case Glu) present at both positions can mimic the formation of a thiohemiacetal, leading to a more active protein and, furthermore, showing additive effects in AOX1A–ECC (Fig. 2).

Our study supports the notion that the amino acid composition around CysIII of AOX1A (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D), which was not included in former studies, also plays a role in enzyme activation, although AOX activation by metabolites seems to be independent of the specific amino acid present at this position (Figs. 1 and 3). A positive or negative charge introduced at CysIII (AOX1A–CCE or –CCK) did not affect AOX1A activity (Fig. 2). In contrast, AOX1C mutant proteins containing a Glu residue at position II or III (AOX1C–CEF or –CCE) showed increased basal activities. Negative charges introduced at position II or III might, therefore, lead to conformational changes of the second α-helix of AOX1C (Fig. 1; Supplemental Fig. S1), resulting in a higher accessibility of the catalytic di-iron center of the protein or in a decrease in interaction between both AOX1C monomers, yielding, in both cases, a more active protein. On the other hand, substitution at position II (CysII) or III (LeuIII) in AOX1D had the reverse effect (Fig. 2), leading to fewer interactions between both monomers or to a less accessible active center.

Overall, our analyses point to an AOX homodimer that has a low basal activity but can be activated by substitutions and/or effectors, especially at CysI and CysII, to increase enzyme activity. The detailed mechanisms remain elusive, but all results support the view that allosteric effects within the neighboring regions act independently and are not exactly limited to CysI, CysII, and CysIII (PheIII for AOX1C and LeuIII for AOX1D) and, therefore, are additive when combined, to achieve enhanced AOX activity under a variety of different conditions that require an increased flux through the alternative pathway.

However, a simple model for activation cannot be deduced. While a substitution of CysI by Glu activates AOX, as previously proposed to occur via the formation of a thiohemiacetal, Ala substitution at CysI results in a greater activation, although Ala cannot form a thiohemiacetal mimicking the carboxylate charge as does the substitution with Glu. This also has been observed in tobacco for AOX1A, where substitution of Cys-126 (equivalent to CysI) with Ala resulted in a highly active AOX in suspension cells but not in isolated mitochondria (Vanlerberghe et al., 1998). Furthermore, glyoxylate activates as efficiently as pyruvate, and a thiohemiacetal formed with glyoxylate would produce an alcoholic carbon at CysI and would be sterically similar to a Ser or Thr residue at that position. A Ser residue at CysI does not lead to activation by pyruvate or glyoxylate but instead by succinate. Thiohemiacetals are most commonly observed at the active/catalytic site in enzymes such as plant betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase (Zárate-Romero et al., 2016) or human UDP-Glc 6-dehydrogenase (Egger et al., 2012) and are transient in the catalytic cycle, as in the case of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase. To date, we cannot detect the formation of a thiohemiacetal by mass spectrometry in AOX, although it was detected in crystal structures of betaine aldehyde dehydrogenase (Zárate-Romero et al., 2016) or human UDP-Glc 6-dehydrogenase (Egger et al., 2012), but at present, crystal structures are not available for plant AOX proteins. Based on the results presented in this study, it is proposed that the activation of AOX can occur through any alteration that leads to an improved accessibility of the prosthetic group for its substrate oxygen within the catalytic site. This can involve the formation of a thiohemiacetal, as proposed previously (Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 1998, 2002, 2006), but other alterations also can induce changes in the tertiary and quaternary structures of AOX to achieve the same, or an increased, effect on the activity of AOX proteins. Importantly, the degree of activation at CysI or CysII via thiohemiacetal formation (if it occurs) is dependent on the nature of other amino acids in the close vicinity of the Cys residues. An important consequence of this model for activation is that the three AOX1 isoforms can be activated differentially in vivo, influenced by the type of effector and the amino acids differing between the three isoforms. This molecular analysis of in vitro activities is consistent with in vivo studies in five different plant species, concluding that species-specific differences in alternative oxidase activity are due to differential posttranslational regulation of AOX (Florez-Sarasa et al., 2016). Reduced Cys residues in AOX appear to act as a restraint, and its substitutions simulate activation by organic acids. After modification/substitution, an activated enzyme is stably established.
and cannot easily be reoxidized under the stressful conditions when its activity is required.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**RNA Extraction and Reverse Transcription**

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) ecotype Columbia plants were cultivated for 6 weeks in a growth chamber in soil under short-day conditions with 7.5 h of light and a light intensity of 150 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ at 20°C. Total RNA was isolated from 100 mg of frozen leaf material using TRI-Reagent (RNA-DNA-protein isolation reagent; Applied Biosystems) as described in the protocol of the supplier. According to the manufacturer’s instructions (Macherey-Nagel), a DNase digest was performed to remove genomic DNA after RNA isolation. From 5 μg of total RNA, cDNA was synthesized using oligo(dT) as primers provided with the kit, according to the instructions of the supplier (RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit; Fermentas).

**Construction of Plasmids and Site-Directed Mutagenesis of AOX Isoforms**

Construction of plasmids p537 and p583 was carried out according to Selinski et al. (2016). For cloning of the mature wild-type AOX1C (At3g22370) and AOX1D (At1g32230), transit peptides were identified using MITOPROT (Claro and Vincents, 1996). Transit peptides were determined to comprise 44 codons and 40 codons in the 5’ region of the coding sequence for AOX1C and AOX1D, respectively. For the amplification of mature AOX1C and AOX1D, the primers AOX1C for or AOX1D for (including an NdeI site) and AOX1C rev or AOX1D rev (including an EcoRI site; Supplemental Table S1) were used, which amplify AOX1C starting at codon 45 and AOX1D at codon 41. After PCR amplification, fragments were ligated into blunt-restricted vector pET12, according to the instructions of the supplier (CloneJET PCR Cloning Kit; Thermo Scientific). After NdeI/EcoRI restriction, fragments (AOX1C, 865 bp; AOX1D, 844 bp) were introduced into correspondingly restricted vector pET-22b (+) (Novagen), leading to plasmids p583 (AOX1C in pET-22b) and p537 (AOX1D in pET-22b). Constructs were verified by sequencing through the ligation sites.

The substitutions of Cys residues at positions 64 (CysL), 114 (CysII), and/or 136 (CysIII) of mature AOX1A (formerly Cys-78, Cys-128, and Cys-150; Rhoads et al., 1998; Umbach et al., 1998, 2002), residues at positions 47 (CysL), 97 (CysII), and/or 119 (Phe) of mature AOX1C, and residues at positions 41 (CysL), 91 (CysII), and/or 113 (Leu) of mature AOX1D were carried out via site-directed mutagenesis. The new numbering of Cys residues in AOX1A is due to differences in length of the transit peptide (14 amino acids [Kumar and Söll, 1992] versus 62 amino acids [The Arabidopsis Information Resource; Selinski et al., 2016]) and to a differential specification of the starting point, counting the amino acid residues in front of the first Cys residue (Cys-78 includes the transit peptide [Kumar and Söll, 1992] and Cys-64 excludes the transit peptide of AOX1A). However, both genes start at the same codon encoding an Ala residue (Kumar and Söll, 1992; Selinski et al., 2016). For mutagenesis, plasmids p536 (AOX1A in pET-22b; Selinski et al., 2016), p537, and p583 were amplified via PCR using PfuUltra II Fusion HS DNA-Polymerase (Agilent Technologies) and (AOX1A in pET-22b; Selinski et al., 2016), p537, and p583 were amplified via PCR using PfuUltra II Fusion HS DNA-Polymerase (Agilent Technologies) and specific mutagenesis primers for amplification (Supplemental Table S1). Following PCR, products were treated for 1 h at 37°C with DmII to eliminate the maternal DNA template. Constructs were verified by sequencing.

**Activity Measurements of Recombinantly Expressed Alternative Oxidases**

Cell growth, protein expression, Escherichia coli membrane vesicle isolation, and alternative oxidase activity measurements with concomitant immunoblot analysis and calculations were carried out according to Selinski et al. (2016) with minor modifications. Briefly, electrocompetent cells of E. coli strain MH188 lacking internal cytochrome b and b-l-oxidases (Selinski et al., 2016) were transformed with plasmids p536 (AOX1A in pET-22b; At3g22370; Selinski et al., 2016), p537, p583, or their corresponding derivatives and, in each case, with pT7Pol26 (Mertens et al., 1995) as a second plasmid. Cells were aerobically grown in Luria-Bertani medium with ampicillin (100 μg mL⁻¹) and kanamycin (50 μg mL⁻¹) at 37°C to an optical density of 0.4 to 0.6. After induction of AOX expression for 1 h with 0.3 mM isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside, cells were harvested, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C. Inverted membrane vesicles were prepared at 4°C according to Brandt et al. (2013). Isolated membranes were resuspended in 300 μL of TMC buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 10 mM MgCl₂, and 10% [v/v] glycerol), and the concentration of the membrane protein was determined using a small-scale approach of the bichinchoninic acid assay according to the protocol of the supplier (Pierce).

Freshly prepared inverted membrane vesicles were used directly (without freezing) for AOX activity measurements, which were performed in NKM buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.1, 10 mM KCl, and 5 mM MgCl₂). Oxygen consumption was measured at a constant temperature of 25°C and a stirrer speed of 65 rpm using a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Clark, 1956). After reaching a linear rate, an incubation step of 5 min started after adding 10 μL of inverted membrane vesicles and 1 mM potassium cyanide. Within the first 30 s of incubation, 5 mM DT and 5 mM of the appropriate effector (pyruvate, glycolylate, or succinate) were added. After this incubation step, 5 mM NADH was added to start respiratory oxygen consumption. After 2 min within the linear range, 0.75 mM salicylhydroxamic acid was supplied into the reaction chamber to inhibit respiration by AOX. To specifically determine the content of AOX protein present in each sample of inverted membrane vesicles, immunoblot analyses were carried out using polyclonal antibodies raised against the conserved C-terminal consensus motif from plant AOX isoforms (AOX1/2, Agrisera; host, rabbit) and a secondary antibody [goat anti-rabbit IgG; Fe (clone: pAb)-Cy3; Dianova] for detection. Calculations of specific AOX activities were carried out as described in detail by Selinski et al. (2016). The specific activities of AOX isoforms were defined as nanomoles of oxygen consumed per minute and AOX density units instead of milligrams of membrane vesicle protein to compensate for small changes in the amount of AOX protein present at the E. coli membrane, mostly due to variations in the induced expression of the differently mutated aox genes.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical evaluations were conducted by means of the two-way ANOVA with posthoc Tukey’s HSD test integrated in GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software). Differences with P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001 were considered as significant and indicated as *, **, and ***, respectively.

**Accession Numbers**

Sequence data for the genes from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative or GenBank/EMBL databases under the following numbers: AT3G22370 (AOX1A), AT3G22620 (AOX1C), and AT1G32230 (AOX1D).
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